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ABSTRACT
Ic0 flow directions on the glaciated Appalachian Plat
eau in central New York were from the Adirondack Hountains.
This is demonstrated by both striae directions and erratic
provena..-1ce studies.

No evidence for more than one Wisconsin

glaciation as suggested by Rich (1935) could be found.

The

ories for local glaciation during the decline and after the
retreat of the Laurentide Ice Sheet were also unsubstantiat
ed.
The East and West Branches Delaware River had different
styles of daglaciation.
zones of stagnation.

The West Branch is characterized by

The length of a zone is controlled by

relief of the valley and corresponds to that length of ice
confined within the valley.

Stagnation of a zone results

from the difference in the ability of ice to flow within the
confines of a valley as ·compared with ice on the uplands.
Each zone contains a number of sequences consisting of a
gra�ation from outwash to kame moraine to kame terrace.
Within a given zone there is a vertical succession of ka.rne
terraces and a corresponding horiz�ntal succession of krone
moraines.

Kame moraines occur at the junctions of tributar

ies to the West Branch and
from them.

deri.ved much of' their sediments

Reconstructed ice profiles for the sequences de

monstrate that the ice forming the sequences was stagnant at
the time of sequence formation.

ix
�'he East Branch appears to have been the site of more
massive stagnation caused by·topographic detachment of lee
:from the retreating ice sheet.

Three different lakes were

formed with progressive stagnation of ice up the East Branch.
The most conspicuous features associated with the different
lakes are kame deltas.

The kame deltas formed at the junct

ion of tributaries with the East Branch and their sediments
reflect both an ice and an upland source.

Three main units

are recognized for karne deltas in the East Branch:

(1)

A

lower sequence which prograded outward between the ice and
the valley wall.

(2)

Overlying steeply dipping silt fore-

st beds from sediment originating in the uplands.

(3)

A

.ripple-drift section representing late stage sedimentation
bv meltwaters from the ice.

INTRODUCTION
Format
The contents of this dissertation are arranged in the
following order:

1.

An introduction which includes the

general setting, geology o.nd historical perspective.

2.

Sections dealing with the movement and direct effects of
active ice.

J.

Sections relating to stagnant ice and re

sulting glaciofluvial features.

The sections concerned

with deglaciation are treated within distinct physiographic
sections of the study area.

The features within each area

are then treated in chronological order of deglaciation.
rrhis format of presentation was chosen due to the
broad scope of the material covered.

Not only can the

study be broken down geographically but also in terms of
glaciation and deglaciation.

Because of this complexity,

material is presented in chronolog�cal order and subdivided
as to physiographic regions.

By doing this each part of

the study becomes a separate distinct unit yet retains a
continuity in the overall study.
Purpose
T::e purpose of this study is to analyze glacial and
deglaciation events in the western Catskill Mountains and
to assess their relationships to events in adjoining
regions.

Reevaluation of the possible existence of local

glaciation in the Catskill Mountains is an integral part of
the analysis.

The style of deglaclation in a region _of

2

high relief is also studied.
The major part of the study is the New York region of
the East and West Branch Delaware Rivers.

This area forms

the interface between the central part of the glaciated
ppalachian Plateau and the higher Catskill }iountains, thus
allowing both local and regional interpretations.

Emphasis

is also placed on topographic and geomorphic interpretations
throughout the region.
Location
'l'he study area is located in the western Catskill
Mountains and encompasses parts of the Andes, Delhi, Deposit,
Hobart, Livingston Hanor, Long Eddy, Margaretville, Neversink,
Ninevah, Starrucca, and Walton 15 minute U.S. Geological
Survey 1:62,500 scale topographic maps (Fig. 1).

The major

part of the region is drained by the East and West Branch
Delaware Rivers and.their tributaries.
Physiography
The Catskill Mountains are part of the glaciated
Appalachian Plateau Province and are considered mountains
because of their relief and rugged character.

Thornbury

(1965) attributes the formation of a series of cuestas with
scarps of varying magnitudes ln the Catskill Mountains to
differences in erosion resistance between the shales and
sandstones.

Summit elevations range from 2000-2300 ft in

the Deposit area to 3000-3600 ft in the enstern part of the
study area.

Hajor valley elevations r.'.ln.ge upward from

3
about 900 ft giving local relief' in excess of' 1000 :ft. Hany
hillslopes show a pronounced asymmetry with north slopes
considerably steeper than south slopes (Coates 1966).
Structure
The Devonian conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones,
and shales comprising the Catskill Mountains are nearly
horizontal, having a very gentle dip to the southwest.
Rocks in the region are strongly f'ractured with major
joint sets trending north-south and east-west (Parker 1942).
The joints are essentially vertical and have little inf'lu
ence on the topography except f'or a f'ew small streams which
are locally joint controlled.
According to Flu.hr (1953) the presence of faults is
rare in the Catskill Mountains.

He reports faults are

normal type, with the northwestern side downdropped in
relation to the southeastern side.

Fluhr (1959) character

izes fault zones as having crushed and decayed materials,
and reports that the presence of these faults is unpredict
able even though some have "considerable displacement".
Previous Studies
Mather (1843) assigned the drift and abundant
"scratches" on the rocks to the Drift division of the
Q.uate.rnary System.

He further attributed their existance

to currents of water from the polar regions.
Chamberlin (1883) described the presence of "knobby
drift hills" at or near Stamford, Hobart;, Bloomville,
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Walton, Fishs Eddy, Hancock and between Roxbury and Pratts
ville.

He also described the steep-sided bedrock chasm at

Grand Gorge and attributed it to the passage of powerful
ice streams.

He expressed doubt that the ice overrode the

higher Catskills but was "broken

up

into valley currents

and practically arrested in its progress.

'I'o these are re

ferred the minor moraines scattered through the mountain
valleys though some of them may be due to independent local
glaciers of later date 11 (p. 373).

He also mentions a "pear

shaped" lobe between the Catskills and the Shawangunk
Mountains.
Rich (1906) proposed local glaciation in the Catskill
Mountains on the basis of large "U-shaped 11 amphitheaters
and morainic loops.

It appears Rich was strongly influenced

by the early works of Hitchcock, Packard, Vose, Agassiz,
Upham, and especially Tarr, all of whom at one time or
another in New England proposed some type of local or
valley glaciation.

He was also .familiar with Cushing 1 s

work on valley glaciers in the Adirondacks and ·was in per
sonal communication with Tarr who strongly rein.forced his
interest in local or valley glaciation.

It was in the

paper, "Local Glaciation in the Catskill Mountains", that
Rich (1906) first placed emphasis on drift color and striae
as indicators of age and direction respectively.

Ee con

tin�ed to use these concepts throughout his work in th
Catskills to support his theories on the age of the drift
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and local glaciation.
Johnson (1917) agreed with some of Rich's evidence for
local glaciation in the Catskills but expressed doubt as to
the validity of others.

ome features, he concluded, could

have been the result of continental ice tongues 111oving up
He cautioned against the mininterpretation of land

valley.
slides as

11

morainic 11 and noted that "slopes were sufferin

to an extraordinary degree from creeping and slumping"
( P. 5�-9) .
Rich (1915, 1917, 1935, 1941) continued to champion
the concept of local glaciation although he recoginized the
effects of a waning continental ice-sheet (1916, 1941).
Rich was certainly not without his critics.

In the discus

sion L-nmediately following Rich's 1916 paper of local glac
iation Dr. Frank B. Taylor suggested that ice tongues coming
through cols could produce the same type of features that
Rich had attributed to local ice.

In addition Professor J.

W. Goldthwait questioned the existence of local glaciers at
elevations of 3000 ft because cirques in the White Mountains
of New Hampshire are confined to the sides of summits which
exceed or approach 5000 ft.

Rich replied to a question by

Professor Grabau that, "It is impossible to determine with
certainty from the content of till whether moraines in the
Catskills are to be ascribed to ·local glaciers or not 11 (p.
134).

Rich ( 1915) showed full awareness of the importanc

which topography played in the glacial history of the

6
Catskills.
Ch�dwick (1928) demonstrated that glacial ice had over
topped the Catskills as evidenced by glacial striae on the
summit of Slide Mountain.

Although Rich (1935) recognized

Chadwick I s evidence, he :maintained that during the most
recent glaciation the higher peaks above 3900 ft projected
above the ice as nunataks.

He attributed striae found by

Chadwick to an Early or pre-Wisconsin glacier.
Fairchild (1932) correctly suggested that morainal
drift would be "scanty" in Sullivan County and recognized
the difficulties in tracing marginal positions in the up
lands and valleys of the Catskills.

He did support Rich's

contention of local glaciation stating;

"And the citizens

of Prattsville, Grand Gorge, and Gilboa should erect a
monument at the Fly Brook moraine; and while the discoverer
is yet living" (p. 658).
Rich (1915, 1935) two distinct drift sheets in the
Catskills, the outer or younger he correlated tentatively
with the Valley Heads moraine.
Wisconsin in age.

He considered both to be

His criteria for distinguishing between

the two drift sheets was drift color, appearance, and striae
abundance.
MacClintock and Apfel (1944) working in the Salamanca
region separated the drift sheet below the Valley Heads
into Binghamton and older Olean drift sheets.

They includ

ed the Catslcills south of Oneonta within the Olean drift

7
area.
Flint (1953) suggested a correlatlon o

ichrs younger

drift with the Binghamton of MacClintock and Apfel ( 1944).
Denny (1956) revived the concept that Rich:s younge
drift was correlative with the Valley Heads moraine rather
than the Binghamton.
Moss and Ritter (1962) considered the Binghamton drift
to be a valley phase of the Olean and suggested the elimina
tion of the Binghamton drift boundary o.f :MacClintock and
Apfel (1944) as representing a separate glacial event.
Coates (1963) considered the

11

0lean 11 and "Binghamton"

to be facies of the same drift sheet.

He .further considered

the Catskill drift to be a phase of the Olean.

Unlike Rich,

Coates noted only one drift sheet in the Catskills and could
find no evidence for a Binghamton facies.

He concluded that

the Catskills reflect the work of only one major Wisconsin
ice sheet.
Coates (1965) noted .from well logs that north slopes
.for part of the glaciated Appalachian Plateau are twice as
steep as the south slopes;

the asymmetry is a function of

thicker drift on the south producing "till shadow hills 11•
Connally (1967) working to the east attributed deposits
to former glacial lobes in the Wallkill Valley and in the
Nini.sink Valley on the west side of the Shawangunk Mountains.
He sugf;ested tho.t the confluence of the two lobes was north
of New Paltz.

Ihe lobe referred to by Co:r,..nally is the

8
Minisink Valley is probably the same "pear shaped" lobe de
scribed by Chamberlin (1883).
Borings and well log records collected by Frimpter
( 1970) in Ulster County fail to give evidence for rnul tiple
till sections in the region occupied by the "pear shaped"
lobe of Chamberlin (1883).

This implies that the pear

shaped lobe was not a separate advance or readvance but
rather a phase of the deglaciation in the region.
Connally and Sirkin (1970) using pollen stratigraphy
and radiocarbon dating suggest glacial ice was actively
building moraines in the WalJkill Valley about 15,000 years
B.P.
LaFleur (1969) working in the Schoharie Basin showed
stratigraphic evidence for multiple glaciations and at
tributes these to minor readvances of the latest glaciation.
Connally and Sirkin (1971) place the ice margin north
of the Hudson-Mohawk confluence between 1.5,000 and 13,200
yrs B.P. which would require the prior deglaciation of the
Catskill Mom1tains.
Coates, et. al. (1971) confirm this conclusion with a
13,320 yr B.P. date on a mastodon pelvic bone from Valley
Heads outwash gravels in the Susquehan..na River Valley.
Cadwell (1972) has dated wood from the base of a kettle
hole bog near Chenango Forks in the Susquehanna River Valley
giving an age of 16,650:::1800 yrs B.P.

The kettle hole is

located in a valley plug which he interprets to have been

9
formed as a retreatal ice margL11 of Woodfordian Agv.
·tud,;,r Hethods
Field wark was conducted during the summers of 196/,
1970,

ru1d

1971.

1:24,000.

Reconnaissance mapping was on a scale of

The Deposit, Walton, and Andes 15 min. U.S.G.S.

topographic maps were mapped in considerably more detail
than adjacent areas since they contain the regions of th
East and West Branches Delaware River critical to thls study.
Data was continually evaluated during the study, with can
clusions serving as a guide for further field work.
The acquisition of hundreds of New York City Board of
Wate

·upply, (B.H.S.), boring records prior to field work

in 1971 permitted the extension of the study to include the
subsurface.

These data also provided information about areas

inundated b,;,r the Pepacton and Cannonsville Reservoirs.
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rratics-Provenance and Transport Study
Erratics in the western Catskills comprise much les�
than 1% of the drift and are restricted almost entirely to
the stratified deposits.

Crowl (1971) reports only 2 "Can

adian erratics 11 in the drift below Port Jervis in the Del
aware River Valley.

The erratics with the exception of a

few limestones are entirely compatible with a southern
Adirondack assemblage.

Fig. 2shows the probable source

areas for four of the more distinctive erratics, three of
which were identified and located by Dr. Yngvar Isachsen o
the New· York State Museum Service.

The remainder of the

erratics noted in the field are primarily gneisses.

All of

the erratics used in provenance determination were found in
either karnes or karne terraces.

Those from valley trains

were not used since they may have been fluviully transported
many miles downstream from the ice terminus.

On Fig. 2th

apex of each region is the location where the erratic or
indicator stone was found while the rays extend northward to
encompass the probable source area.

The actual locations

where the erratics or indicator stones were collected are 1,
2 at Oneonta, 3 at Delhi, and L� at Corbett.

This method o

protravlng indicator stones in relation to their source
0

reas is used in preference to the line diaRrams usuall

employed because it does not imply greator accuracy in
source area location than actually exists.

As can be seen
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from Fig. 2 the probable source area is the southern Adiron
dack Mountains.
is indicated.

A southwest direction of possible transport
This is in good agreement with striae direct

ions even though striae tend to vary locally and parallel
major valleys (Plate 2).
Although ice movements as indicated by striae might
only reflect the last movement of the ice sheet which cover
ed the Catskill Mountains, it appears that regional flow
during the late Wisconsin maximum was south out of' the
Adirondack Hountains onto the Appalachian Plateau and that
basal flow was strongly influenced by topoe;raphy.
The lack of erratics in the East and West Branches
Delaware River as contrasted with the abundance of' erratics
in the through valleys to the west as reported by }loss and
Ritter (1962), may possibly be explained by one or more of'
the following hypotheses:

1.

Host of the accumulation of

ice may have been at the margins of the ice sheet rather
than at its original source.

In the Catskill region this

may have been particularly true if the local relief of the
Catskills acted as a local precipitation source.

This would

have reduced the number of erratics transported into the
Catskills.

2.

Most transport of debris was in the basal

part of the ice sheet and thus erratics appear in greater
abundance in those valleys ·which head close to the Adiron
dack Nountains due to a channeling of the basal ice dmm
valley.

3.

The Catskill Mountains form a topographic hig..'-1..
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If the lower part of the ice sheet contaL'ried the greater
rcentage of erratics they may have been diverted around
the Catskills.

L�.

through the Moha

East to west cha..rmeling of the ice
Valley may have helped divert erratic-

rich ice awo..y from the Catskill Mountains to through valle
to the west.

5.

Since erratics are more common in the

stratified deposits than in the tills most till may have
been locally incorporated at the base of the glacier and rH
deposited.

If it is assumed that in order for erratics to

be transported any distance, they would have been transport
ed by the glacier in a supraglacial position than the higher
the position of the erratic, the longer the transport dist
ance.

In a rugged terrain such as the Catskills the glacier

would have de·rived considerable amounts o.f local rock enlacially thus diluting the already small erratic percentage.
This method of incorporating debris englacially is suggested
by Boulton (1972) to explain englacial and supraglacial material in temperate glaciers.

tis likely that a large

amount of the englacially transported material is eventually
deposited in what Rich (1935) referred to as "thick drift".
The greatest percentage of erratics would be concentrated
near or at the surface of the ice.

It is in this position

that they would have been most subjected to meltwater action
and subsequent deposition in stratified deposits.

6.

The

presence of local ice in the Catskills prior to the las
contiLental ice sheet actea as a

rrier to the continen tal
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ice sheet.

This prevented the inclusion of erratics until

the continental ice could override the already ice covered
Catskills and introduce errati'cs into the region.
Glacial Striae and Erosion
Ice movement in the western Catskill Mountains is well
documented by the presence of glacial striations.

Striae

directions in the valleys of the East and West Branch Del
aware Rivers are in general parallel to the valley walls
(Plate 2).

Striae on bedrock in the uplands also tend to

parallel or trend slightly to the south of the axes of the
East and West Branches Delaware River.
Ice movement indicated by striations conforms well with
that inferred from erratics.

Variations are easily explained

by local topographic influence and the patterns of flow sug
gested by Plate 3 appear to have been dominant during late
Wisconsin glaciation.

Variations from the regional flow are

represented as dashed lines on Plate 3.

'l'hey reflect ice

movements due to local variations in topography.
Rich (1935, p.19) reported that striae in the southern
and southwestern Catskills are rare because

11 • • •

time since

the ice was present seems to have been considerably longer
than in the northeastern part o:f the area."

Fullerton (1971)

shows a Late Wisconsin (Hohawlc) drift boundary west of tne
higher Catskill Mountalns.

This is farther west tha..ri Rich's

(1935) Late Wisconsin terminal moraine.

While these ice
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positions may reflect local ice marginal stands, an age dif
ference cannot be justified by either a striae or drift
criterion.

All drift examlned by me appears fresh and its

color is related to local lithology rather than age.

Plate

2 clearly demonstrates that striae are abundant in areas
where Rich thought they would be rare.

This negates any use

of striae abundance as criterion for drift aee in the Cat
skills.
Striae are best preserved on the more massive fine
grained graywacke sandstones.

Rarely are they found preser

ved on the shales, redbeds, or thinly bedded graywacke sand
stones.

This is because of the tendency of the latter to

break up or weather more rapidly upon being exposed.

Strine

are most common where they have also been protected by a
layer of till and not subjected to over-riding slope move
ment.
It is often difficult to determine a unique sense o�
direction from striae.

In particular, highly weathered or

shallow striae only give a lineation rather than an exact
direction.

These are best observed on a wet.ted surface and

sometimes appear not as scratches but as a set of parallel
undulations on the bedrock surface with axes trending par
allel to the inferred direction of ice movement.

Fortunately

many of the striae in the western Catskills h3.ve a direct
ional sense preserved, most often in the form of a deepening
of the scratch or groove in the direction of apparent ice
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Rich (1935, p.19) states:

flow.

1

''l'his is produced by a

stone or boulder, held in the-bottom of the ice, gouging
deeper and deeper into the rock until finally it is caught
and turned over and suddenly ceases to cut.

It is obvious

that such scratches will deepen and abruptly disappear in
the direction of ice movement.

11

Other directional indicators

used include chatter marks and "fern leaf 11 flakings (Rich,
1935).
Where present on bedrock along a valley wall, striae
ascend in the direction of ice movement.

This is particular

ly noticeable south of Mare;aretville where striae occur on a
concave upturned trending surface on the side of the valley
(Fig. 3).

Another case occurs south of Fishs Eddy where ice

flowed up a north-flowing tributary to the East Branch
Delaware River.
One unique set of striae is located near Hancock on the
south-facing valley wall.

This set is composed of striae

forming a very tight radius of curvature (Fig.

4)

and was

developed by ice descending off the uplands into the large
valley formed by the juncture of the East and West Branch
Delaware Rivers.

This is a special situation and additional

non-curved grooves parallel to the roclc surface in the same
locntion demonstrate that all of the movement was not curved.
The curved strine could have been produced by ice flowlng
from the uplands to replace ice in the valley which had
either melted or had been channeled southward through the
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double valley of the Delawo.re River where it flows arom1d an
urnlaufberg at Ha..n.cock ( .Plate li).

'rhe curved striae testi.fy

to the mobility of the ice which formed them.

An alternate

hypothesis is that the curved direction reflected by th
striae was the predominate movement and the Rrooves reflect
lines of wealmess along bedding planes in the rock.
ultipl

triae in the western and southern Catskills

can occur by local topographic control or by the superposit
ion of striae from t1·J'O different ice lobes.
Several locations west of Deposit have multiple diverging striae with two to five direc c ions ·well
(plate 2).

presented

Generally one direction is more pronounced than

the others and corresponds to the regional sense of direct
ion.

Other directions can usually be related to local topo-

raphy and probably represent late stage ice movements
stagnating ice mass.

by

a

In all observed and measured cases,

one direction is oriented perpendicular to the valley trend.
uch alignment suggests formation by descending ice from the
uplands.
The only other multiple striae observed occur near
Monticello where the regional ice trend or about N 190

°

is

crosscut by either a remobilization of the ice or a later
dvance from between the foothills of the Catskills and the
·.nairnngunk Mou.'1 ta ins (Plate 2) .

'l'he lack of any prominant

deposits associated with this region, as well as the topo
raphy, sur;gest the striae were caused by a chill1ge in flow
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direction rather than a separate advance.

The ice in this

region never actually ceased to flow but instead when the
ice could no longer maintain flow over the Catskills, the
impetus for movement came from additional glacler masses. to
the east.

This westerly movement on the plateau west of

Ellenville has been well documented by Chamberlin (1883) and
Rich (1935).

Because of recent exposures by construction of

Route 17 to further delineate characteristics of divergent
ice in this region.

The search has resulted in extending

the limit of ice divergence 10 mi far.ther west than previous
ly documented by Rich (1935) and the uncovering of superim
posed striae (Plates 3 and

4).

Rich (1935) reports older appearing drift as well as
extensive terraces and alluvial fans within this region and
uses their presence to support the id�a that this is a re
gion of older drift.

I have been unable to support any.of

these lines of reasoning as a criterion for greater age.
To the contrary, I have noted that the westerly trending
striae previously mentioned crosscut north-south trending
striae suggesting westerly striae were the last to form
(Plate 2).
Topographic Control of Ice Flow
Rich {1914) first noted that the Catskill Mountains
acted as a hurrier to ice flow (1935, p.10) by:

11 • • •

direct-

ing strong ice streams westward up the lower Nohawk Valley
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and southward doi,,n the Hudson.

11

He also determined that in

a similar w3.y the hiv:ier parts of the Catskills exerted a
strong control on the ice movements within the mountain
region.
Rich (1935) delineated three subregions of high topo
E5raphy which he referred to as the northeastern, central,
and southern escarpments (Fig.

5).

Each of the escarpments

is over 3000 ft in elevation and at points exceed 4000 ft.
This is in contrast to valleys which are generally about
1500 ft in elevation.
During wastage of the Laurentlde ice sheet, a point was
reached where the ice w:is too thin to flow over the Catskill
escarpments.

Since these barriers roughly occur at right

�ngles to the original ice flow, about 1500-2000 ft of r�
sidual dead ice was stranded south of the escarpments.

Of

particular note in the present study were large inasses of
debris-laden ice which were left in the valleys of the
Beaver Kill, Willowemoc Creek, and the region around Ande::.,
Bagley Brook and the Little Delaware River.
'he high relief of the central escarpment was also re
sponsible for the proeressive stagnation of large masses of
ice along the East Branch Delaware River.

The region west

of Hancock and Deposit is also noteworthy in this respect
because it is cho.racterized by P1assive upland ice disintegra
tion topoe;raphy compo�ed primarily of till.

This region was

the locus of deposition of materials because of a combination
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of ice thinning over the central escarpment and lack o.f
topographically controlled ice flow, which was present in
the East and West Branches Delaware River.
Summary
Erratics and striae in the Catskills both indicate that
direction of flow during the last glaciation was outward from
the Adirondack Mountains.

They also demonstrate that flow

was controlled by local topography.

Terrain also played a

major role in deglaciation ·with areas of high relief causing
isolation of large masses of ice during retreat.
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UNSTTIA'fIF'IED GLACIAL DEPOSIT"'

Till
'l'he till in the ·western Catskill Mour1tains is composed
almost entirely of material derived from the local bedrock
consisting of conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones, and
shales.

The various colors of the till appear to reflect
Only a few erratics

percentages of local red and gray rocks.

were found incorporated in the till suggesting that most of
the material comprising the till was local in origin and
subject to short transport distances.
Texturally the tills range in particle size from cla
to boulders as much as 3 ft across and, rarely, 6 ft or
more.

Till clasts observed range from angular to subround

and are highly variable in size.

Till used as an impervious

core in the Downsville Dam has average clay percentages
ranging from 7 to 23% ( Fluhr, l96L�) while that
Ca.tmonsville Dam has a clay percentage of 17%.

in

the

Figure 6

shows some seive analyses of impervious materials,(till)

.,

used in the construction of both the Do�msville and Cannons
ville Dams.
Surficial mapping in eleven 15 minute quadrangle maps
and the detailed study of hundreds of well logs and New York
City Board of Water Supply ( B. 'vi. S. ) boring records has failed
to give evidence for more th
Mountains.

one till

j_n

the Catskill

Ample evidence for a pre-\visconsii"'1. glaciation
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having covered the region exists in the form of multiple and
early tills in eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey (Sails
bury and others 1902, Bayley and others 1914, Leverett 1934,
MacClintock 19L�O, Peltier 19L1.9, Denny and Lyford 1963,
Epstein 1969, and Crowl 1972).

Evidence for early or pre

Wisconsin glaciation has been given in central New York by
Scrunidt (1947) and Bloom (1972).
B.W.S. borings in Baxter and East Brooks between the
East and West Branches Delaware River show two tills sep
arated by sand and/or gravel (Fig. 7).
failed to confirm the two tills.

A detailed search

Field observations sug

gested that the upper till is, in fact, colluvimn derived
from the local bedrock.
In my opinion the Catskill Mountains were not glaciated
during early Wisconsin time although the possibility should
not be discounted.
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,.3TRATIFIED GLACIAL DEPOSITc,

General Statement
laciofluvial deposits or washed drift (Flint 1972) in
cludes both ice-contact stratified drift and proglacial
stratified drift.

The term

11

ice-contact 11 is used here in

preference to ice-marginal since the latter implies deposit
ion at or on the active margin of a glacier and in this con
text is not literally applicable to all deposits found in
the Catskills.

Some of the ice-contact deposits are derived

from large masses of ice isolated from the main sheet by the
high relief topography and thus cannot be referred to as
marginal to an active glacier.

Deposits of this type will

be considered in detail in reference to their respective
eographic locations.
The lithology of the stratified deposits is close to
100% local rock although the size ran
as can be seen from Figure 2.

is highly variable

There is a notabl

occur-

rence of Adirondack type erratics in the stratified drift
although they constitute much less than

1%.

A few limestone

erratics were found, one in a karne delta near Corbett by
Professor Ernest Muller, and five others by the writer in
various eravel pits along the
Rive.,_.

t and Hest Branches Delaware

occur in most
3
localities and pltting from solution is present on the lim
••1 inor

amounts of cementation by Caco

stone samples collected.

This suggests that groundwater
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action may have greatly reduced the number of limestone er
ratics which may have originally existed in the.drift.
The color of the drift ranges from predominately gray to
reddish brown depending on the percentage of gray versus
The color has no relationship

red rock in the local bedrock.

to age of the drift since the drift all has a fresh appear
ance with very little soil profile development.
Valley Trains
Rich (1935) defined valley train as outwash " ••• held to
narrow width by valley walls •.•

It is coarsest where the

stream emerged from the glacier.

11

(p. 36).

Generally the

outwash in the valley trains is composed of coarse gravel
and cobbles although many areas are composed of boulders
which Rich (1935, p. 37) said " ....testify to the former pre
sence of powerful glacial streams."

This is particularly

true in the valleys of the East and West Branches Delaware
River.

Rich (1935) further notes the difficulty in disting

uishing between river terraces and true outwash.

I can at

test to this difficulty and have not distinguished between
the two on the surficial map.

Very few good exposures of

outwash are available in the West Branch Delaware River and
no fresh exposures were observed along the East Branch Del
aware River.

The lack of c;ood outcrops prevented the est::ib

lishment of detailed criteria for distinguishing river terraces from outwash.
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:1orphologically, outwash in the Catskills ranges from

smooth-surfaced planar deposits to deposits with pitted sur
faces deposited closer to the ice.

Often a gradation from

smooth outwash to pitted outwash can be seen such as that
near Delhi and above Nargaretville.

At a few places, notabl

between Delhi and Hobart, outwash gr•ades into karnes or what
Trotter (1929) called
11

11

outwash moraine 11 •

I prefer the term

kame moraine 11, after Rich (1935), due to the ice-contact

nature of the deposits and their close proximity to a local
ice mar7,inal position.
As a rule outwash terraces are rare in the western
Catskill Mountains, being observed primarily along the uppe�
reaches of the West Branch Delaware Tiiver.

Rich (1935) re

ports many miles of outwash terrace remnants below Margaret
ville.

In most cases they have been destroyed by construct

ion or inundated by the Pepacton Reservoir waters.
Ice-Contact Karnes and Kame Terraces
'I1he principal types of karnes in the western Catskill
Mountains are karne deltas, karne moraines and karne terraces.
The drift is generally·well rounded although minor amounts
of till-like material has been noted in both lcarne deltas and
Mudf'lows or gravity flows occur in some of

krune terraces.

the lrnr:ie terraces.
The term

11

karne moraine 11 is used as both a mapping and a

descriptive unit, particularly along the Uest Branch, because
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it connotes ice-contact deposition in juxtaposition with the
terminus of a glacier and therefore locally delLn.eates
approximate valley marginal positions.

Kaine moraines occur

as htunrnocky or kame-and-kettle topography and flat-topped
kame deltas (Figs. 8,9).
to be present.

A whole spectrum of forms appear

Kame moraines grade into kame terraces and

frequently no distinct morphological boundary can be mapped
between them.

The karne terraces in the East and West

Branches Delaware River increase in elevation up valley
from kame moraines at a rate of 10 to 70 ft/mi.

The krune

terraces are not tracable for more than about 8 mi in any
cases observed.
Larger krune deltas are found. in the East Branch and were
deposited between the ice and the valley sides.

In all cases

noted, deposits of this type coincide with regions of large
masses of residual ice.

Examples of this type of deposition

are common along the East Branch_where ice and/or sediment
dams at Harvard, Shinhopple, and Shavertown (Plate

4)

creat

ed lake levels at 1100, 1160, and 1300 ft respectively
during retreat of the ice.

No kame terraces could be found

associated with the East Branch kame deltas.
The location of kame moraines coincides frequently with
valley widening due to the junction of larger tributaries.
'l"his appears to be the predominant control f'or karne moraine
locations although extreme bending of the valley such as the
location of' K7 {Plate le) on the We.st Branch below Walton
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may also be a factor.

t should be noted that tributaries

provide a second sediment source for the development of
kame moraines.

This additional sediment is probably the

reason krune rnora.ines .form at the junction of' tributaries.
A composite sequence of glaciofluvial sediments in the
West Branch is a gradation f'rom outwash to pitted outwash
to kame moraine fu'1.d then into ka.rne terrace.
is infrequently present in the sequence.

itted outwash

It is likely that

till units can also be included in this sequence as a veneer
over the valley walls and at the base of the glacier.

Whe

ther valley wall units occur is speculative whereas the
basal till is well documented in B.W.S. boring records.

The

deposition of till units probably pre-dates the deposition
of the Rlnciofluviatiles.
Deglaciation Model
Ice Profiles
series of theoretical glacier prof'ile curves were
enerated by computer for the Catskill region.

The assumpt

ion was made that grndients could be reconstructed by extra
polating between high remnant levels of both ka.rne moraine
and kame terrnces.

This was done in the valleys of the East

and Hest Branches Delaware River in order to determine the
prorile or profiles of the retreatin

·lacier.

It should be

noted th.at these profiles represent the intersection of the
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ice with the valley wall and although the ice in the center
of the valley was probably higher in elevation and may have
been somewhat steeper in gradient, the differences were
probably not enough to affect the conclusions of this study.
The equation for theoretical profiles (Nye 1952a) was com
puterized (Appendix A) and used to generate a series of
profiles with a basal shear stress value ranging between
T!!.005 and 1 bar (Fig. 10).

The bedrock slope was assigned

a vo.lue of 9. 6 ft/mi, an average value .for the He st Branch
and the cross sectional profile of the valley was assumed to
be a parabola.

In no cases were curves with values of

reater than .05 bars required in the fitting.

1

This is an

order of magnitude less than values for profiles of modern
day glaciers such as the Unteraar Glacier which has a cal
culated value ofi=.77 bars (Nye 1952b).

These values de

monstrate that the ice which formed sequences in the West
Branch had wasted well below the minimum profile necessary
for flow.

Thus the ice which formed sequences in the West

Branch was stagnant at the time of sequence formation.
The curves were fitted by eye to karne moraine and ter
race remnants by aligning the front of a series of curves
(Fig. 10) with a kame moraine position in the valley and
determining which of the profiles fits the kame terraces.
'I'he O ft position (Fig. 10) was always kept in contact with
the bedrock floor of the valley.

The resulting series of

deglaciation profiles for the East and West Branches Delaware
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River are shown on Plates

4

and

5.

'rhe mathematically-derived curves representative of
glacier profiles were used to delineate depositional seq
uences from rnap interpretation, wherever

field observations

were impossible, such as the region now occupied by the Can
nonsville Reservoir.

Other positions were checked in the

field.
In a few cases it was possible to trace deposits direct
ly from krone moraine into krone terrace in the field, but in
all cases the real sequence curves differed from the math
ematically generated profiles by being somewhat depressed in
their forward regions (Fig. 11).

'l'hese depressed regions

may be the result of collapse due to the melting out of ice
cored krone moraines.
These curves have proved useful in delineating deposit
ional sequences and characterizing the ice which deposited
them.

The profiles have also made possible the development

of the zonal theory of ice separation and sequence deposit
ion described in the following section.
Ice Zone Development
11he morphology and character of glacial sediments sug
est
11

:::i.

mechanism of development that can be referred to as

ice tongue separo.tion 11 •

1''lint (1942, p.122) i:;::ives several

reasons for separation of the terminal part of a thinnin
lacier such as:

topographic control, superficial drift,
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and stagna.tion from overloading of· englacial debris· as the
margin:

11 • • •

basal ice of' glaciers may become so full of'·

debris that motion is inhibited, and that the overlying less
burdened ice moves past it.

11

Rich (1943, p. 95) also describes a mechanism f'or retreat a..ri.d detachment:

"Thus while the visible ice front re-

treats by melting, a relatively thin but nevertheless, con
siderable sheet of ice remains in the valley bottoms,

pre

served for a time from melting by an insulating blanket of
sand and gravel.

On account of the relative thinness of

the buried ice in the valley bottoms, the visible ice front
can retreat only a short distance before it becomes easier
f'or the thick, live ice to shear across and move upward at
the head of the thin, buried ice mass than to push the lat
ter forward against the f'riction on its bed. 11 (Fig. 12).
Rich further attributes this process to elongated, low
gradient valleys where glacial outwash would tend to accum
ulate instead of being carried away as in the steep valleys
below mountain glaciers.

Thus Rich envisioned a more or

less continuous set of karne terraces deposited with retreat
of the ice.
Jahns (1941) noted that outwash, kames, and kame ter
races at any single marginal position could be grouped into
graded sequences.

He referred to these as outwash groups,

and showed they were generally controlled by a bedrock
threshold.

He related the lencth or outwash groups to the
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width of the stn.g;nation zone of the ice.

v!idths of outwash

groups in the Connecticut Valley range from 1 to
an average of 3 mi ( Jahns 1941) •.

4.5

mi with

Currier (1941, p. 1895) working in :Massachusetts stated
that " ••. stagnation-zone retreat may explain the wide spread

ice-contact features and the apparent lack oi' end moraines ..• 11
He also suggests this mechanism of retreat should surplant
earlier theories of general stagnation and dovmwasting.
Outwash groups or ice margin depositi.onal sequences in
the West Branch Delaware River are somewhat longer than
those in the Connecticut Valley.

Within any single sequence

or group, krune terraces are usually tracable for distances
of

5

to 7 mi but rarely farther and never into the uplands.

The average distance between sequences is 3 mi in the West
Branch Delaware River.

Furthermore gradients of the krune

terraces range from 10 to 70 ft/mi and are rarely found more
than JOO ft above the present floodplain.

This is a short

distance in an area where valley· relief exceeds 1000 ft.
This short distance as well as the lack of' evidence f'or ice
movement in the deposits in the East and West Branches Del
aware River, suggest a detached mode of' ice-contact deposit
ion.
Sequences along the West Branch can be grouped into
zones, each zone having a vertical succession 0£ kame ter
races.

Euch karne terrace can be paired with a le rune moraine

with retreat up valley.

ost notable of these are Zones 1
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and 2 (Plate

5).

Each zone ranges from 10 to 15 mi in len

gth and represents progressive stages in deposition from the
backwa.sting and downwastin.g of the de ta.ched zone of i·ce.
The overlapping vertical succession of the sequences within
a zone eliminates the possibility of having a separate ice
detachment for each sequence.
Using equations for ice profiles (Nye, 1952a, 1952c),
profiles for a glocier were generated for both a valley
The computer programs are in-

glacier and an ice sheet.
eluded in Appendix A.

Fig. 13 shows the relationship bet-

ween the two profiles, both having the same value of
(1 bar).

I

The profile of the valley glacier is the steeper

profile, therefore during retreat, any reduction in overall
profile of the glacier could cause stagnation to that part
confined within a valley while that part unconrined on the
uplands would still be active.

From Fig. 13 it is apparent

that in an area such as the West Branch with a relief of
1200 to 1500 ft from 10 to 15 mi of ice would become stag
nant and eventually detached in the valley.

This length is

the same as that of the zone suggesting a zonal method of
stagnation and detachment.
Surmnary
Ice marginal positions in the major valleys described

in this study do not relate directly to active ice but in

stead to the termini of ice detached areas of the retreating
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ice sheet.

These regions of ice detach_ment can be divided

into two main catagories:

( 1) in valleys such as those

formed in the West Branch, and ( 2) areas of regional staµnation caused by topoeraphic dismemberment of ice on hillsides from the main retreating glacier.

This latter case can

be subdivided into those regions characterized b

lacio-

fluvial deposits and regions of massive till deposition.
'fhe length of zones of ice, detached in valleys such
as the West Branch are related to relief of the valley in
which they are confined.

1hus the termini of such zones

bear an approximate relationship to the active margin of
the retreating glacier.

In the West Branch, the margin of

the active retreating glacier was probably 10 to 15 mi up
valley from the terminus of a given zone at the time of its
detachment.

he termini of individual zones as well as their

termini during progressive stages in their disintegration are
well documented by positions of kame moraines in the valle_y.
No features were found which could be correlated with marinal positions of the active retreatin

lacier either in

the valleys or on the uplands.
t the same time as a given kame moro.ine is being formed,
pair of associated ka.,ne terraces is being deposited between
the ice and the valley sides.

The longest length of kam--

terro.ce development possible is the length of the detached
zone of ice.

Euch of the sediment formine; the krune terraces

and kam� moraines appears to be contributed by drainage out
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of the uplands.

Thus individual sequences of deposition

within a zone are most often controlled by the availability
of upland sources of water and sediment.

This explains the

repeated occurrence of karne moraines at the junctio<l or
tributaries to the West Branch.

ch sequence of deposition has an associated outwash
unit deposited in the form of valley trains.

In some cases,

the previously deposited karne moraine will act as a darn
causing local ponding between sequences.

'rhis results in

the deposition of lake beds and accounts for some of the
deltaic units associated with some of the karne moraines.
All the major karne deltas are located in the East
Branch Delaware River.

Each individual lake level in the

East Branch appears to have been related to a distinct zone
of ice stagnation considerably larger than the zones of
stagnation in the West Branch.

These lake regions are rep

resentative of hillside topographic isola�ion of glacier
masses during retreat.

In areas of large scale regional

stagnation, no correlation has been made between the locat
ion of the active ice front and the individual deposits as
sociated with the dead ice.

Karne deltas, like karne moraines

·are. associated with tributary junctions but do not have as
sociated ice-contact karne terraces.
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REGIONAL DEG LAC IATI0i'i

Mapping Units
The m.'.lpping units used on the surficial map (Plate 1)
are generalized to represent the dominant surficial deposit
in that region, because the features are too complex to de
pict in detail.

'rhe numbered units on the West Bran.ch re

present distinct depositional sequences as described in the
text.
The sequences along the upper part of the West Branch
frequently have a fan-like form.

Although these fans are a

complex mixture of outwash, alluvium, and lrnmes, they owe
their overall form to the junction of tributarles to the
West Branch.

Thus the individual sections of any one fan

may have numerous genetic origins.

For convenience, terms

such as forefan, mid.fan, and apex will be used for location.
These terms are not intended to have any genetic reference
unless otherwise stated.
East Branch Delaware River
The East Branch Delaware River flows southwest (Fig. 1)
and joins the West Eran.ch at Hancock.
parallel to the \,Jest Branch.

In most parts it flows

For convenience I have sub-

divided the East .oranch into three sections:

(1) The lower

section from Hancock to the junction of the Beaver Kill.
( 2)

1he middle section from the junction of th

eaver Kill
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to Arena.

(3) The upper section from Arena to Grand GorgG

and east of Hargaretville.
Lower Section
The lower part of the East Branch has very poor expos
ures and outcrops that do exist are poorly preserved.

This

section was one of massive ice stagnation in the valley,
and contained numerous short-lived lakes.

A few well-pre

served sections as well as boring records support the exist
ence of the lakes.
of north1-1est flowiJ1

Stagnation also resulted in the blockage
ributaries of the East Branch, and

caused small lo.kes to be backed up into their headwaters.
Of particular note in this respect a.re till plugs along Fish
Creek southeast of Finhs Eddy and Trout Brook southeast o

-

.

the to�m of East Branch (Plate li).

The best documented

till plug is on Trout Brook where a complex sequence of till
and red lake clay units is exposed. The section is subject
to much slumping and during the wetter periods exhibits
piping.
A series of borings by the New York City Board of Water
Supply for a proposed Fishs Eddy drunsite south of Hawk Mount
ain, (Plate li), shows lake beds and glacial gravels capped
by what Flu.hr (1953) called 11mainly impermeable till" on th
north side.

This cap is more likGly a mixture of till and

colluvium derived from the south flank of the bedroc.K: pro
jection jutting south from Hawk Mountain.

In addition a
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profile based on these borings (Fluhr 1953) shows that the
bedrock configuration of the valley is "U-shaped 11 and is
approxL�ately three times as wide as the present valley.
ast Branch Glacial Lakes
Hiddle Section
Three glacial lake levels were mapped along the middle
section of the East Branch starting approximately at Harvard,
Shinhopple, and Shavertown Bridge (Plate

4).

Shinhopple is

the best exposed and is therefore treated in greater detail.
Neither the deposits at Harvard or at Shavertown Bridge
levels are sufficiently preserved or exposed to merit more
than a cursory description.
Harvard Level
The 1100 ft level near Harvard is determined by cor
relation of kame delta tops.

The dam itself was probably

located just south of Harvard where there is a complex till
and karne section.

The only well exposed section is located

about two miles east of Harvard and is a flat topped karne
delta very similar to the ones described associated with the
Shinhopple level.
Shinhopple Level
Just south of Shinhopple, a large massive till unit
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occurs on both sides of the valley.

'l'he till ranges in size

f:rom clay to boulders sreater than 3 ft long.

A till fabric

(Fig. 14, Plate le) shows a very strong orientation parallel
to the valley, suggesting the till was deposited by ice
moving directly doim valley.

This till section occurs at a

sharp bend in the East Branch. an ideal location for a till
plug.

At this location the bedrock floor of the valley also

climbs abruptly from greater than 185 ft below the present
1lood plain level at Corbett to only 130 ft below at Shin
hopple (plate

4).

vertow:n Level
The presence of a 1300 ft lake level starting near
havertown Bridge is inferred from topographic maps and
what little of the original topography remains above the
epacton Reservoir.

Fluhr (personal communication, 1971)

described the presence of kame deposits in the valley of
the Ease Branch prior to the construction of the construction of the Downsville Dam.

ne or these he recalled as

bein.g composed predominately of clay or silt.

I interpret

this to be a kame delta and although its precise position
as not confirmed, it does testify to the existence of a
former elacial lnl:e.
The exact location of the dam uhich created the 1300
ft glacial lake is unlmown, but the rep;ion around She.vertown
containe not only a sharp bend in the Eaet Branch but also
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the bedrock is close to the surface (Plate

4).

Both of these

conditions are topographically conducive to the development
of on ice-sedirnent dam.
F'urther evidence for a morainic dam is provided by the
presence of p-forms (Figs. 15, 16), or plastically sculptured
forms on a bedrock ledge just east of the Shavertown Bridge
on the north side of the East Branch.

Hjulstrom (1935) at

tributes the formation of p-forrns to the presence of an
obstacle such as a morainic block which would promote cav
itation by sub-glacial streams.

After melting of the ice,

the morainic block served as a dam for the 1300 ft lake.
Upper Section
East of the Shavertown Bridge set of kame deltas the
deglaciation sequences become very much like those in the
West Branch and are treated in the same manner (Plate

4).

Rich (1935, p. 60) mentioned the existence of gravel terraces
at 1350 to 1380 ft between Arena and Margaretville.
states:

He

"In many places these terraces were built upon the

ice and slumped down into kames when the ice melted away."
There are some good examples of kame deltas in the
Margaretville area with well-developed fore-sets.

These

are probably the result of only local ponding since no
evidence for continuous lake levels could be found.

Deglac

iation to the east and north of Margaretville is exemplified
by relatively low relief karnes, kame terraces and eskers.
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'he esker on the surficial map (Plate lb) was originally map
ped by Rich ( 1935) and was not reinterpreted in this stud:-,,.
The lack of well-developed terrace gradients and the occur
rence of pitted outwash indicates the presence of a number
of zones of dead ice in the valley during deglaciation.
The preservation of pitted outwash deposits south of
Roxbury suggests that meltwater outflow through Grand Gorge
after deglaciation of the East Branch was minL�al.

It is

likely that both Grand Gorge at 1570 ft and the high level
notch to the northwest at 2040 ft are the result of numerous
laciations and not restricted to just the latest glacial
episode.
Kame Deltas
There are three large kame deltas with good exposures
along the East Branch Delaware River between Shinhopple and
Downsville.

These include the Hatson ?it just north of

Gregorytown, the Corbett Pit just north of Corbett, and the
Toim Pit just south of Downsville.
Plate lk.

These are all located on

Other ka."lle deltas occur in the region but are not

as well exposed.
In the followi...D.g discuss ion on individual ka.11e deltas,
the following rlpple drift classification of Jopling and
Walker (1968) will be used.
aid to the reader due to the

This is presented 'here as an
varied classifications of rip

ple drift in the geologic literature.

Type A - The cros
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laminations consist entirely of climbing sets of lee-side
lar.iinae.

The stoss-side laminae are either partially or

completely eroded.

'This type of ripple· drift is composed

primarily of sand.

Type B - This ripple drift

11

• • •

is com

posed of climbing sets of lee side laminae with complete
preservation of relatively thick stoss side laminae, and
continuity of lmninae from one ripple to the next. 11
ling and Walker 1968, p. 973).
sand 1.;ith some silt.

(

Jop-

This ripple drift is largly

Sinusoidal ripple lamination -

11

The

ripple lamination consists of superimposed undulating lam
inae, usually showing a slight displacement in one direct
ion in successive laminae."
973).

(Jopling and Walker 1968, p.

The sinusoidal ripple laminations are composed of

silt clay and may range from one extreme to the other.
The kame deltas are of twofold origin being formed from
deposition by streams flowing from the ice and by sediments
contributed by tributaries originating in the uplands.

In

addition to the deltas near the sides of the valley, large
quantities of' lake sediments were deposited in front of the
deltas and in the center of the valley.

A water well near

the Corbett Pit in a KOA C�psite penetrated clay from 102

to 135 ft.

Other borings near Corbett by the B.W.S. show

similar deposits (Fig. 7).

In many cases the finer materlals

were not recovered during the test borings.
The shape of ice in the East Branch was such that streams
from both meltwaters of the main glacier and discharge from
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tributaries flowing between the ice and the bedrock side of
the valley.

It was this c�nbination of sources near the ice

terminus that provided sediments for the development of the
krune deltas.
During the initial stages of delta formation, sediment
laden waters were contributed from both the uplands and the
melting ice.

At this stage the greatest discharge was

through a relatively narrow channel between the valley side
and the ice.

This high energy environment deposited the

lowest exposed unit of boulders, up to 8 in. across, in the
Corbett Pit.

Such an environment would have been highly

variable and directly related to the rate of melting of' the
ice.

As more ice melted, the initial channel would widen

into the already existing proglacial lake.

11his would crea�e

a lower flow regime permitting the deposition of much sand
and silt from both the ice and the uplands.

It is these

units that are best exposed in most places and are best seen
as steeply dipping fore-sets (Fig. 17).

'l'heir direction of

dip is usually �elated to an upland source rather than from
the ice.
fa tson .Pit
The Hatson Pit is located in a lar
opposite Gregorytown.

krune delta just

The predominant units exposed ar

steeply dipping fore-sets of ma.terial .from an upland source.
Deds dip about 25 °towards 30

°

south and are composed of f'ine
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sand and silt.
A small section slong the east side of the delta expos
ed type A ripple drift formed from well-washed sand.

This

section is representative of deposition off the ice and is
depositionally equivalent to the ripple drift section des
cribed for the Corbett Pit.
The top of the karne delta is capped in places with up

to

14 ft of colluviurn.

Some of the colluvium is

11

till like"

in appearance and may represent remobilized till deposited
onto the delta top in the form of mudflows.
Horizontally laminated silts and clays were exposed by
augering at a depth of 6 f't below the present working sur
face.

These represent lake bottom sediments or bottom-set

beds over which the delta has prograded.
Corbett Pit
The Corbett Pit is located in the kame delta north of
Corbett and directly across the river (Plate le).

It not

only has ice-contact or ice-derived depositional units but
also contains considerable sediments originating from both
arney and Gregory Hollows.

Like the precedi?g description

of the Matson Pit, there are large fore-sets dipping away
from the valley wall, representative of an upland source.
To the east, or ice-contact side of the delta, is a large
section of ripple-drift.

In the center of the pit at a

lower level is a section ranging from steeply dipplng sand,
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silt, and boulder units to a very chaotic deposition with
local ponding and cut-and-fill structures.

This lower sect

ion probably was deposited durmg the early stages of karne
delta formation by meltwaters flowing out from between the
valley wall and the ice.
Of particular note is a small sand body marginal to the
lower boulder units.

The sand contains a few cobbles and

reverse faults and is very similar to one described by Shaw
(1972) which he interprets to represent antidune phase of
1his would place flow well into the upper

sedimentation.
regime.

According to Fahnestock (1962 ., p. 1435)

11

The pre

sence of scattered pebbles and cobbles on a sand bed or in
a sand deposit is clear evidence that upper regime flows
have occurred.

11

The ripple-drift section (Fig. 18) is well exposed
over a distance of about 100 ft.

By analogy to a similar

sequence of ripple-drift described by Jopling and Walker

(1968), the interbeddad relationship between sinusoidal and
Type B ripple-drift, (Fig. 19), suggests a relatively stable
depositional environment with a high suspended to traction
load ratio.
be

11 • • •

They interpret the depositional environment to

a gently shelving lake floor traversed by gentle cur

rents bearmg fine sand, silt, and some clay, with the kame
delta prograding from north to south." (p. 983).

The sin

usoidal and Type 3 ripple-drift in the Corbett Pit are inter
p��ted to represent bottomsets while the steeply dipping fine
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sand and silt in the middle of the section represent forr.
sets (Fig. 19).

The fore-sets continue upward into the

section behind the overlying ripple drift.

The cross bed

ding near the top of the section may represent the top-sets
in the sequence.

The westerly dip of the :fore-sets indicat

es an ice source for the sequence.
Horizontally laminated silts and clay occur in a pit
dug into the floodplain directly south of the krone delta.
These are equivalent to the lower laminated silts and clays
exposed by augering in the Natson Pit.
Further documentation for the Shinhopple Lake level is
suggested by the scoured forms in bedrock on the valley wall
above the kame delta (Figs. 20, 21).

'l'he exact origin of

these features is unlmown but they are interpreted to be
fluvial thus testifying to the presence of strong meltwater
action in this region.
Downsville Pit
The Downsville gravel pit is located in the krune delta
just south of Downsville (Plate lf).

The major units expos

ed are a lower series of westward dipping :fore-sets composed
of fine sand and silt.

The lower fore-set unit ranges in

size from sand to cobbles o.nd represents an early progradat
ional stage in delta development.

The upper silty unit re-

presents a late stage deposition from an upland sour
as described for the previous kame deltas.

s1;.ch
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Hodel for East i3ranch Kame Delta Formation
From the study of numerous exposures and borings in and
marginal to the Bast Hranch karue deltas, the following com
posite model for karue delta formation is proposed.
1.

Formation of ice-sediment darn creates a temporary lake

as the glacier stagnates and begins to waste upstream from
the darn (Plate
2.

4).

:Major meltwater drainage is channelled between the ice

and the valley wall.

Sed��ent supply and meltwater are from

both the ice and the uplands.

J.

The lowest preserved units in the karne deltas are lam

inated silts representing the earliest stages of lake in
filling.

rhese are in turn covered by the progradation of

1

large foresets of coarse sand and gravel.

This gravel is

deposited by the stream flowing between the ice and th
valley wall and represents a high energy environment.

As the

ice melts, this stream valley widens into the lake creatin
a progressively quieter environ.ment.

4.

Final deposition is into a low energy lake environment

and the materials deposited can be separated into two sources.
'hese materials consist of fine sand, silt, and clay fore
sets from the uplands and ripple drift sequences prograding

outward from the melting ice.

'l'ributary streams pla

critical role in both the' location of kame deltas and as
sedlrnent sources.
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Lake Level Variations
Measurements were attempted photograrmnetrically along
the karne deltas on the East Branch Delaware River to pos
sibly determine amounts of isostatic rebound.

This drainage

locale is the only one in the study area that provides lakes
of suitable extent for such a study.
either too small or too ephemeral.

All other lakes were
Rebound rates determined

from measuring the elevations of karne delta tops assume:

1.

The tops of the keme deltas either c0Lr1cide with the lake
water level or represent a consistant level above or below
the water.

2.

The lake was a relatively open water body

with free access of water between any incorporated ice blocks.

J.

The line of measurement is parallel to the direction of

ice retreat.

4.

The downstream barrier or dam was not sub

ject to incision during delta formation.
Measurements made from aerial photographs progressively
upstream from the location of the Shinhopple D&� show a tilt
of

4.4

ft/mi to the no�th.

This is a measurment of rate of

dam incision minus rate of rebound.

The tilt due to dam in

cission is formed in the .f ollo:,ling manner:

as the ice back

wastes upstream, it progressively deposits krone deltas along
its retreating frontal margin.

Each of these krune deltas

has its upper level controlled by the prevailing lake level
at that time.

Ln the case of the East Branch this lake level

was conti..r1ually being lowered by darn incision leaving pro-
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gressively lower karne deltas in an upstream direction.

Th

presence of dam incision makes determination of actual re
bound rates from ka.rne delta measurments impossible.
Deglaciation of the West Branch Delaware River
ntroduction
The West Branch Delaware River trends southwest to uep
osit where it makes a sharp bend and flows southeast to Han
cock.

The West Branch from Deposit trending northeast con

tains 6 well-defined zones (Plate

5) which are treated here

in chronological order of deglaciation.

They are discussed

individually and subdivided into members or sequences within
stagnation zones.

For exa.�ple, sequences 1 through 3 are

considered both individually and as progressive stages of the
same ice tongue disintegration, Zone 1.
East of Deposit in the valley of Oquaga Creek, a trib
utary to the West Branch, an esker (or crevasse filling)
provides evidence for an ice margin at or near I1cClure.
Here drainage was blocked from flowing south down the Del
aware River and was forced westward into the Susquehanna
River via Cascade Creek.

A well developed bedrock sluice

way at 1380 ft through the divide between east-flowing
Oqua.ga drainage and west-flowing Cascade Creek ( Plate le)
testifies to the large volumes of water which must have
flowed across the divide into the Susquehanna River as well
as the effectiveness of fluvial erosion.
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Zone 1
Sequences 1-3
I�Il is a complex karne deposit and appears to have been
primarily deltaic in origin.

It contains both cross-bedding

and ice-contact structures (Fig. 23).

Its .upper level is

between 1100 and 1120 ft which is also equivalent to the 1120
ft outwash level at Hale Eddy

5 mi downstream (01, Plate lh).

Both are interpreted to reflect the same temporary water
level with an inferred glacially-formed darn just west of Han
The outwash deposit at Hale Eddy is probably a delta

cock.

built into the lake by sediments supplied by Sherman Creek
draining dead ice from uplands to the southwest.

No expos

ures were observed in this outwash unit so the interpretat
ions are based on morphologic interpretation.
The most probable locale for the dam impounding the 1100
to 1120 ft level is a group of kames just west of Hancock.
This site is topographically suited for a dam as there is a
bedrock spur just downstream which would have aided greatly
in topographically controlling the glacier thus facilitating
dam formation.

The upper level of the kames is about 1140 ft

and much of the material comprising them is subangular to
They also contain numerous boulders up to 2 ft

subround.
a.cross.

These r·eatures suggest short trannport and rapid

deposition.
No exposures were available for examination in the I(l
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deposit to the north of K}II1 but morphologically it appears
to be equivalent to lG'U, ( Plate ld) having a planar surface
at a similar elevation.
KM2, (Plate ld), is an extensive krune deposit composed
entirely of sands and gravels as shown by B.W.S. borings
(Fig. 7).

It is topographically expressed as a large lmoll

110 ft above the present flood plain and now forms part of
the Cannonsville Dam.

The fence diagrams (Figs.

24,

25, 26)

show the relationship of glaciofluvial sediments in the lmoll.
On the west side of the knoll (Fig. 26) lake beds are not as
extensive as those on the east side (Fig. 25), reaching a
maximmn thickness of 35 f't while on the east side up to 70
ft have been logged.

Fluhr (1964) reports these lake beds

are composed of varved clays.

These clays prove the ex

istence of small lakes between sequ�nces.

Same of these

lakes may have formed in what Rich (1935) referred to as
the fosse (Fig. 12).
B.W.S. borings and well logs reveal that the main bed
rock channel is on the south side of the valley along both
Kl-11 and KM2 demonstratL,g that the We st Branch in the region
of Stilesville has been diverted about a mile north of its
original channel by the glacial deposits.

Sequence 3, (Plate ld), is under water of the Cannons-

ville Reservoir.

he nature of the inundated deposits is

interpreted from detailed B.W.S. con.tour
have a contour interval of

5

maps.

These maps

ft which facilitated the map-
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ping o.f krone moraines and karne terraces.

Reconstructed glacier profiles (Plate 5) for the ice

which deposited the sequences suggests an interrelationship
between sequences 1, 2, and

J.

With retreat to the north

east there appears to have been a decrease L� gradient of
the ice.

Sequences 1, 2, and 3 also comprise a closely

spaced group and are separated from the following sequence
by a much greater distance.

These sequences (1, 2, and J)

together comprise parts of a zone of stagnation during re
treat and positions of individual sequences owe their locat
ion within that zone to local topographic controls.

The

major controls for sequences appear to be either highly
constricted p:ositions in the valley or very open sections
such as at tha junctions of large tributaries.

Sequence 1

is located at the junction of Cold Spring Brook, Sequence 2
by a bedrock spur which extends south under the glaciofluvial
sediments, and Sequence 3 at the junction of Trout Creek.
Lakes in Tributaries of the West Branch
Lake clays are frequently found recorded in drillers
logs taken f'rom some of' the larger tributaries of the West
Branch.

While these lakes may have been cormected with

larger lakes in the main valley of the West Branch, it is
most likely that they were separate water bodies.
Dur�g retreat of the maiJ;l ice mass up valley in the
West Branch, large quantities of outwash were deposited at
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a much faster rate than in the tributaries.

'I'he resulting

aggradation of outwash across the tributaries (Fig. 27) act
ed as a dam, creating short-lived lakes.

These lakes per

sisted until the dams were breached and ponded waters were
.:.ubsequently drained.

A good example of' this is at 'l'rout

Creek Bridge where B.W.S. borings during the construction of
the bridge show up to 18 ft of lake beds overlying outwash
(Fig. 7).

The sequence is overlain by alluvium which implies

that the uplands to the north must have been relatively ice
free by the time of lake development.

If the overall retreat

of the ice was to the north or northeast, analysis of geom
etry in Trout Creek indicates the active ice margin must
have retreated considerably up the West Branch to make 'l'rout
Creek ice free at the time of lake development.

A close ice

margin in the \'lest Branch would have intersected Trout Creek
and supplied sufficient outwash to prevent the lake from
forming.
one 2
Sequences 4-8
'The delineation of these sequences was interpreted from
orings and detailed topographic maps, both by the Board of
Water Supply of New York City.

Like Zone 1, Zone 2 repres

ents an ice mar�inal position and incorporates a number or
dei:i;laciation sequences which also decrease in slope upstream
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(Plate

5).

Sequences

4, 5,

and 6 (Plate le), located along

a very narrow part of' the Hest Branch, occur at points of
inflection in the valley.

Sequences

4

to 6 are all fairly

well developed and each appears to have well developed krune
moraines and krune terraces.
Unlike the previous sequences, Sequence 7 is represent
ed only by a small lateral segment, K7, (Plate le) 1260 ft
in elevation, 80 ft above the present floodplain.

K7 is

actively being worked for sand_and gravel and is composed of
stratified ice-contact sands and gravels ranging up to 2 ft
across.

This indicates a high energy environment at times

during the formation of K7.
Erratics are more common in K7 than in most areas but
still constitute less than 1 percent of the total composition.
Although much of the original surface has been removed, the
south side of the deposit is still capped with a thin layer
of colluvilllJl derived from hill slopes to the south where much
slope movement has taken place.

This movement is evidenced

by downslope entrainment of numerous blocks and slabs of
sandstone.
K7 occupies a unique position in the valley on the south
side of a sbarp bend.

This protected locution is probably

responsible for its form and preservation.

K7 1 s exact seq

uential position within Zone 2 is unknown as it was not de
termined whether it is part of a krune moraine or krone ter
race.

It is the product of very active ice-contact deposit-
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ion and its location suggests a terrace remnant.
Sequence 8 grades upward from outwash into what is
terpreted as a crevasse filling (Fig. 28).

in

The crevasse

filling is composed of very poorly stratified drift with
numerous subangular boulders ranging to 1vidths of 3 ft.

It

is linear in form and trends northeast where it grades into
KT8.

'l'he lower section of KT8 contains large sub angular

boulders which are similar to those fou."1.d in the crevasse
filling.

These boulders are exposed both in the lower sect

ion of a gravel pit just northea3t of Pines Settlement and
to the rear of a barn about 1000 ft farther east.

The upper

part of the Pines Settlement gravel pit is primarily sand and
silt in the form of long steeply-dipping foreset beds repre
sentative of a much quieter depositional environment than in
the lower section.

The slopes above KT8 are covered with

many large joint-controlled blocks of sandstone.

It is tnese

large blocks which probably formed the source for the large
boulders found in both CV8 and KT8.

The unique occurrence

of such a large quantity of large boulders requires unusual
conditions at the time of deposition.

Sequence 8 is inter

preted to represent the depositional sequence during final
stages in the deterioration of an isolated ice tongue.

At

this tims, a meltwater stream occupied the length now reresented by CVS and KT8.

Hany of t;he large blocks of sand

tone were subsequently moved from the adjacent slones into
the stre::un� most likely in the form of a slido or mudflow.
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This mode of deposition would also create local ponding and
produce an environment into which the overlying sands and
silts were deposlted.
Upland Ice :Margins
There is considerable evidence for upland ice margins
along the divide between the East and West Branches of the
Delaware River between Deposit and Walton.
extensions of the profiles shown in Plate

5,

These are not
since the ice

marginal features are probably the result of active ice just
preceding the detached ice phase present during deposition
of the valley sequences.

Evidence for the ice margins lies

in numerous till lmobs, moraine-like forms, and swampy re
gions on the uplands as well as highly developed linear
drainage charmels extending from the divide into the East
Branch.

Examples of these are found in Sands, Cadosia, and

Read Creeks and Baxter, Trout, Carcass, and Wilson Hollow
Brooks.

These margins do not represent time lines but rather

a line of' retreat of ice upstream.
During retreat, the ice margin stood at a point slightly
south of Apex (Plate ld) creating a f'lat-bottomed sluiceway
across the divide and draining into Cadosia Creek.

The

sluiceway is now a swampy region about 0.5 mi long with an
elevati m of

1435 ft. 'l'his would most likely have been

formed when the ice was near or stagnating at Zone 2 (Plate

5).

A B.W.S. bore hole along the B.W.S. aqueduct line at
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pex just north of the sluiceway shows more than 47 ft of
till with a thin interbedded gravel layer at 18 ft.

The

presence of the gravel confirrns the flow of mel twater through
this region during retreat.

The boring record lists the

u..nit as being 25 ft of gravel and also distinguishes a pos
sible sand layer at 35 ft.

'I'he upper 18 ft

of till ma:v be

colluviurn as is commonly the case in this region.

An inter

pretation consistent with other such regions and the boring
is:

1.

Deposi�ion by active ice of the lowermost till in

the head of the valley trending north .from Apex into the
West Branch.

2.

Retreat of the ice to Zone 2 where melt-

waters from the ice flowed over the divi
Creek.

into Cadosa

Deposits representing this time include the gravel

layer and possibly interbedded sands nnd tills.
way would have been cut at this time.

3.

'rhe sluice

Slope movement

depositing the overlying 18 ft following cessation of melt
waters through the slulceway.
one 3
Sequence 9-11
These sequences are located along a falrly straight and
uniform section of the West Branch Delaware niver (Plate le).
Individual parts of the sequences such as kame moraines and
karne terraces are best preserved along regions of tributary
junctions.
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Reconstructed profiles of these sequences are poor at
best due to the close proximity to each other and the con
cordance of krune terrace levels.

The sequences appear to

represent a fairly continuous retreat up valley with little
local topographic control.
9 is predominately composed of outwash with a much
smaller amount of lacustrine sediments.

The overall shape

o.f the unit is a .fan which forces the West Branch against
the opposite (south) side o.f the valley.

The apex of the

fan is entrenched where it has a flat bottom 50 to 75 i't
wide.

The source of the sedinents in 09 was both from the

retreating ice in the Hast Branch and meltwaters drainin
'iarvin Hollow.
· 19 is composed of sands and gravels capped by a thin
colluvial cover.

It also is fan shaped and located at the

junction of a tributary to the West Branch.

KM9 apparently

had sediment sources from both the uplands and the ice
during its deposition which accounts for its fan shape.

A

small meltwater channel is carved into the fan along its
southeastern end, but the channel appears to have been oi'
minor importance in terms of overall draina
linear feature between Sequences 9 and 10 is inter
preted as a crevasse fillL�g (CVlO).

It is oriented south

west and appears to grade into outwo.sh.

No exposures wer

observed and the interpretation does not take jnto consider
ation possible changes in surface morphology during the con-
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struction of Route 10.
010 is very similar to 09 having an entrenched, flat
bottomed stream valley at its apex.
010 is composed of pitted outwash.

The northwest part of'
Exposures in 010 are

poor and overgrotm but do reveal the material to be coars
ravels and sand�.
'110 and KTlO are located at the bottom of Oxbow Hollow
and grade into each other.

The kames extend well into the

valley and force the West Branch up against bedrock on the
south side of the valley.

KHlO contains a number of well

preserved examples of stagnant ice topography along the West
Branch (Fig. 8).

Terraces are best developed along the east

part of KTlO.
Sequence 11 is very similar to Sequence 10 and would
probably be indistinguishable from it if it were not for the
bedrock spur which projects into the valley just east of
Oxbow Hollow separating them.

Terrace development on the

south side of the river between Sequences 10 and 11 (KTlO
and KMll) suggest a small local lake between Saquences 10
and 11 during retreat of the ice (Fig. 9).
On the south side of the

lley Mallory Brook has en-

trenched an early outwash fan at i'

�pox, dissected much of

the lower fan, [Uld is no

in the process of' building a new

lower alluvial fan.

most of the fan-like features in

Lik

tho valley of the 1:Jest Branch, much of' the material appears
to have been contributed from tributaries as wall as directly
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off the ice.

This argues for very wet conditions, and/or

large masses of residual ice in the uplands du.ring retreat.
Zone

4

Sequence 12-13
Like previous sequences, Sequences 12 and 13 comprise a
zone of stagnation characterized h�r a decrease in profile
radient with retreat up valley.

The individual units com

prising Sequences 12 and 13 are fan shaped and show entrench
ment at their apices.

Much of the forefan parts of these

units is recent alluvium and the West Branch is diverted to
the opposite side of the valley in all cases.

A gravel pit

in the northern part of KM12 and 13 exhibits stratified
sands and gravels with well-developed ice-contact structures.
The K unit at DeLancey is a complex d6posit containing
a variety of materials including recent alluvium.

Large ex

posures were unavailable but spot sampling revealed it to be
composed of sands and gravels.

Many of these sediments ap

pear to have been little reworked by water.

A major source

during its formation was Bagley Brook which appears to have
contained a retreating ice margin at the time as well as a
lateral meltwater channel.
from Zone 3 (Plate

A temporary ice margin extendin 0

5) east along Bagley Brook would have

provided the proper elevations, (1400 to 1500 ft) as well as
the large quantities of meltwaters necessary to create a
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deposit the size of the one now occupying the mouth of
Bagley Brook.
Tne east side of the deposit exhibits a steep face up
to 1430 ft where it levels off and grades gently up to 1520
ft.

11his face is interpreted as an ice-contact surface

crea�ed against the previously mentioned ice margin.
one

5

Sequence 14-1.5
equences 14 and 15 (Plata la) are similar in form to
equences 12 and 13 and may be a continuation of ice dis
integration which formed 12 and 13 rather than a separate
zone.

�xcept for the gradient of the terraces in seouence

13, there is a decrease in terrace gradient upstream.

Plate

lb shows the strong interrelationship between Sequences 12,
13 and the kame at Bagley Brook.

The difficulty in separat

ing and defining these individual sequences without adequate
exposure in this region, as well as tha unusual character of
the kame at Bagley Brook, could explain the apparently
anomalous gradient of Sequence 13.
quence 14 occurs at the junction of Peaks Brook and
the Little Delaware River with the West Bro.nch.

The best

kn.me moraL�e exposure in this sequence is located along the
north side of the valley between the Little Delaware Rive
and Peaks Brook.

It has a noticable reddi::::h color due to a
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relatively high percentage of local red sandstones and shales.
�ne high shale content L� the karne is suggestive of short
transport disto.nces and rapid redeposition.

Exposures or

local bedrock confirm the existence of red sandstones and
shales in the immediate area.
Well-developed kettles are present in the kame moraine
on the north side of the valley where the West Branch trends
east-west.

'l'hese kettles are currently being used by the

town of Delhi as a sanitary landfill operation.
Easily

recognizable kame terraces belongi ng to 0equence

14 trend up both sides of the West .Branch as far as Delhi
making the total length of the sequence about 3 mi long.

A

similar set of terraces occur a long the sides of the Little
elaware River for slightly more than 2 mi suggesting that
ice was left in the Little Delaware River at the same time
as tho.t in the West Branch ( Sequence 14).
Another k.:une moraine lies a few miles farther up the
Little Delaware River in the vi.cinity of Lake Delaware.

This is tentatively correlated with Sequence 15 (Plate la).

Sequence 15 starts just north of Delhi and is best ex

posed along the east side of the West Branch.

The undiffer

entiated outwash and alluvium between KM15 and Delhi is in
large part composed of pitted outwash.

Kame terraces extend

up valley f'rom KM15 in both the valley of' the West Branch
and Elk .Brool...
larf�e elliptical deposit on the west side of the West
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Branch starting at the north side of Delhi contains material
ranging in si'

from clay to more than 3 ft in diamete •.

The composition and chaotic bedding as well us the highly
variable roundness of the materials suggests that this dep
osit originated as o. large mud.flow.

The mudflow was derived

from the north from the region of Falls Creek and represents
rapid remobilization of material deposited by the ice in
that region or deposition directly off the ice.

The steep

ice-contact face of the deposit in the West Branch testifies
to the presence of ice in the West Branch at the time of its
formation.
The deposit has resulted in the diversion of Falls
Creek to the north where it now flows on bedrock at Watu
Falls.

A meltwater channel between the .flow and the valley

wall (Plate

5) demonstrates that Falls Creek drainage was

diverted southward while ice still occupied the valley at
the present mouth of Falls Creek.
one 6
Sequence 16-1
Sequences 16 through 18 appear to reflect a fairly con
tinuous zone of deglaciation with very little noticeabl
topographic control except for the junctions of small trib
utaries.

The sequences generally show well-developed pitted

outwash plains in front of the kame mora.L.vies.

These outwash
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deposits are often characterized by terracing (Fig. 29).
The lrnrne moraines in turn grade into kame terraces and ar
often indistinguishable from each other.
A well developed meltwater cha.Ylllel 2 mi north of 016 in
right Brook, as well as the highly aggraded appear&vice of
the lower portion of Hrlght Brook, indicates the presence of
considerable meltwater action after the retreat of the ice
in the West Branch to a position east of Bloomville.

This

would place the ice just south of Ko rt·right Station at the
sama time that it had retreated east of Bloomville.
Sequence 19 has its location controlled by Griffin Hill
just south of Hobart.

It is impossible to determine from

the available data if it is part of Zone 6 or constitutes a
separate zone.
eaver Kill and Hillowemoc Creek
Rich (193.5, p.29) described the drift in the Beaver Kill
as being predominantly of the
ed that:

11

thick drift" type.

He report

"Host of the drift has the appearance of havin

been deposited beneath the ice by being plastered into valley
bottoms while the ice sheet was moving across the region"
(Rich 19J.5, p.49).

This same description ls also applicable

to drlft in the Willowemoc Creek area.
xploratory work by the New York Board of Water Supply
and t

Lviterstat

the Delaware Rive

Commission for prospective darnsites in
basu1 shows that the pre-glacial valleys
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of the Beaver Kill and Willowemoc Creek were considerably
larger than at present.

This exploratory drilling show 0

the valleys are filled with glacial drift overridden by a
thick layer of colluvium derived from both till and the
local bedrock on the adjacent hillslopes .

.Before glaciation

they were comparable in valley width to the East Branch.
boring at the Jersey Brook damsite shows 182 ft of colluvium
overlying 172 ft of stratified drift.
At the top of the stratified section is 10 ft of varved
silt, sand, and clay as well as another 10 ft of lake clays.
The lake beds here, as well as others at Horton (Fig. 7) and
in tributaries to the Beaver Kill, suggest the Beaver Kill
was blocked by ice to the west creating a lake which would
have drained through the 1776 ft sluiceway south of Roscoe
(plate lj).

'.i'he exact extent of this lake and the detailed

deglaclacion chronology for the Beaver Kill and Willowemoc
Creek is unknown.

This is due to the lack of exposure and

the presence of colluvium which masks other deposits.
Numerous borings in south-flowing tributaries to the
Beaver Kill, not.ably Fuller Brook (Plate li), show thick
sequences of outwash overlying lake beds.

This indicate 0

meltwater discharge from. the uplands when the Beaver Kill
was relatively ice free.

This discharge may have been from

residual stagnant ice in the uplands, but more likely from
ice still occup:,lng the middle part of the East Branch and
flowing over cols in the divide.

mall tributary glacier
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mav have moved through some cols for a short time contribut
ing their meltwacer flow to the Beaver Kill.

An ice marginal

position at Harvard or Shlnhopple would provide the necessary
gradient to permit flowage over the divide into the Beaver
Kill.
The glacier that stagnated in the valleys of the

aver

Kill and Willowemoc Creek had a northeast source and moved
over the high Catskills.

As it thinned it became unable to

maintain flowage over the high Catskills thus leaving behind
large masses of stagnating or dead ice.

One of the most

spectacular changes wroght by the declining glacier was the
deposition of a large mass of drift east of Willowemoc which
plugged Fir Brook headwaters forcing it to drain south into
the Neversink River.

This resulted in the cutting of a

spectacular bedrock sluiceway over 300 ft deep (Plate lk).
Of particular note is that the region encompassing the
valleys of the Beaver Kill and Willowemoc Creek is one which
Rich (1935) described as having contained "Moraines an
probable snowfields of local wind-drift glaciers of late('?)
Wisconsin terminal

(?)

moraine stage."

Although definitely

not terminal morain.e, it is easy to see how this remnant ice
in the valleys may have continued to flow for some t:i.m
through some of the lower cols in the higher Catskills and
be mistaken for local glaciation.
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Local Glaciation
lthough much of the topography in the Catskills is
suggestive of local glaciation, no direct evidence could be
found to substantiate Rich's (1935) conclusion that the
Catskills had been the locus of valley glaciers at the end
of the last glaciation.
Some of Rich's cirque locations such as the one south
or Balsam Roundtop (Plate lg) were visited to look for feat
ures which could be correlated with local glaciation.

All

such features observed showed evidence for much post-glacial
slope movement.

Certainly any cirque-like features encoun

tered could be accounted for by either slope movement or ice
flowing through cols during deglaciation.
Although I cannot support the concept of local glaciat
ion at the end of the last glaciation, the possibility of
local glaciers existing at some time prior to the last glac
iation should be subjected to further study.
Synthesis of Regional Deglaciation Chronology
Although not the p�imar3 concern of this study, a seq
uence of deglaciation events for the western Catskills and
adjoining regions has been worked out.

For the convenience

of the reader these events are listed below in chronological
order.
1.

Regional glacial flow pattern to the south and southwest.
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2.

Stagnation of ice in the Beaver Kill and 1:/illowemoc Creek

valleys during ice thinning, with flow only through some of
the lower cols.
3.

Blockage of southward drainage from the

aver Kill and

Willowemoc Creek by preexisting ice in the East Branch.
Cutting of the Roscoe Sluiceway with drainage through Cal
icoon Creek into the main Delaware River.

4.

Stagnation of ice in the East Branch and Gulf Summit

region.

Temporary margins at McClure, Harvard, Shinhopple,

and Shavertown Bridge.

Short lived drainage through the

sluiceway west of Gulf Summit indicating that this part of
the ·Susquehanna River deglaciated prior to the West Branch.

5.

Deglaciation of the West Branch by means of' zones of

stagnation.

During deglaciation of the upper part of the

West Branch, large areas to the southeast contained much
residual ice in upland areas such as the regions of the
Little Delaware River, Bagley Brook, and the area around
Andes.
Note:

tages 3,

4,

and

some overlap in time.

5

are not independant events but had
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

The surficial deposits in the western Catskills reflect

only one glaciation.

No evidence for an Early Wisconsin

glaciation could be found as suggested by Rich (1935).
2.

No evidence for local glaciation was observed in any

part of the western Catskills.

3.

Ice movement during Late Wisconsin time was southward

through the Catskills, radiating outward from the direction
of the high peaks region of the Adirondack Mountains.

4.

As the Laurentide Ice thinned over the Catskills, large

masses of ice were topographically isolated from the retreat
ing ice sheet.

This resulted in extensive regions of dead

ice.

5.

The East Branch deglaciated by means of large-scale ice

stagnation.

This resulted in the formation of 3 well-doc

cumented lakes and associated krone deltas.

A depositional

model for kame deltas in t;he East Branch is proposed.
6.
ion.

Deglaciation of the West Branch was by zones of stagnat
1hese zones are related to both topography and the

flow characteristics of ice.

Each zone results in the de

position on numerous sequences.
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iI1

Type

ripple-drift.

22 in Cross-bedding.

Pine sand.

Fine sand.

96 in Type B ripple-drift.

Fine sand.

12 in @teeply dipping fine sand and silt.
Dip 40 to the north.

4 in Very low amplitude.

Like below but clay.
10 in Sinusoidal ripple-drift. Interbedded
fine sand, silt, and clay. Low amplitude.
JO in Sinusoidal ripple-drift. Inte5bedded
fine sand and silt. Rate of climb 5 to the
west. Amplitude 3 in. Wave length 6 in.

4

in Type B ripple-drift. Fine sand.
3 in Sinusoidal ripple-drift. Fine sand, silt.
6 in 'l'ype B ripple-drlft. Fine sand.
7 in Sinusoidal ripple-drift. Fine sand, silt.
2 in Type B ripple-drift. Fine sand.
22 in Sinusoidal ripple-drift. Interbedded
fine sand, silt.
18 in Type B ripple-drift.

Fin

sand.
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Figure 3
Figura

4

triae climbing up valley near Nargaretvill .....
Cu rved striae near Hancock.

Figure 8

Kame moraine near Walton

Figure 9

Flat topped kame delta

Figure 15 P-form near Shavertown Bridge.

P-form is 12 ft

long.
Figure 16 P-form near Shavertown Bridge.
Figure 17 Steeply dipping fore-set beds.
··igure 20 Fluvial erosion f'eatures behind Corbett pit.
Feature varies between 3 and

4

ft across.

igure 21 Fluvial erosion f'eatures behind Corbett pit.
Figure 22 Fore-sets, Downsville pit
Figure 23 Ice-contact drif't, Deposit.

1 in divisions on

scale.
Figure 28 Crevasse f'illing near Walton.

Larger boulders

are about 3 f't across.
Figure 29 Outwash terrace near Bloomville.
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PLATE 1

KEY TO THE RECONNAISSANCE SURFICIAL NAP UF TH
CA'I'SKILL

STERN

UNTAINS

Key to Mapping Symbols
0 (1-16) - Outwash, valley train deposits. Numbers refer to
sequences.
K - Undifferentiated kames.
KM (1-16) - Kame moraine. Numbers refer to sequences.
KD - Ka.'Tle deltas.
T (1-16) - K.'.lITle terrace. Numbers refer to sequences.
CV - Crevasse Fillin�.
S - Esker.
S - Mudflow or slump.
TM - Till moraine.
T - Till, includes till lrn.obs. Does not include ground moraine.
u - Undifferentiated outwash and alluvium.
� Proglacial meltwater drainage channels.
/ .::,triae.
Bedrock sluicewa�.
X - Till fabric location.
Key to Locations
15 mii."1.. U.S.G.S. Topographic Naps
li Long Eddy
le Walton
la Delhi
lj Livingston Manor
lf Andes
lb Hobart
lg Nargaretville
le Ninevo.h
lk Neversink
lh Starrucc
ld Deposi
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